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What I have said will apply mutatis mutandis to
diuretics, purgatives, and all the other drugs which
I have classed together as Destructives, because they
destroy the pabulum of the tissues. My lectures
show that I employ them, but so as to try and do the
least harm along with the most good.
On the whole, I think Dr. Beale has been unne-

cessarily startled by what seem to have come upon
him as new ideas, even before he opened the book.
The title on the back was chosen to express an idea,
not new, indeed, but which has been long working
in the minds of the most observant of our profession,
and which has largely affected modern practice; viz.,
that the Renewal of deficient material and deficient
function is the true art of healing. To express this
idea was the object of the lectures selected to form
the volume ; and if a title is to describe the inten-
tion of a book, I do not know of one that would
have so well answered the purpose. I decline to
answer flippant ridicule ; but let critics pause-no,
critics have no time to pause-let practical physi-
cians pause, before they condemn. Let them reflect
on their most successful practice, and say if it does
not support my rough outline of a therapeutical
system. And if they think it does, is it too much
to ask them sometimes to modify modes of treatment
opposed to it, and judge of the comparative results
of the experiments ?

td5etpd Toi Apo-rap fAeyXos.

LIFE AMID FoEs. The take of herrings by fishermen
within the, julristliction of the Scotch Fishery Board
amounted in 1801 to nearly 900,000,000. It seems a mar.
vellous drain upon the power of multiplication, of one
animal to destroyin a year a multilude exceeding in num.
ber, perhaps, the whole human population of the globe.
But this vast number sinks into insignificance when
compared with the destruction effected by other agencies.
It is very common to firid a codfish with six or seven
herrings still undigested in his stomach. If we allow a
codfish only two herrings a day, and estimate that he
feeds on herrings for only seven months in the year, he
takes 420 as his allowance during that time; and since
at least 2,400,000 codfish were caught in 1861, and the
cod and ling caught were certainly not a tithe of those
left behind, the destruction of herring by those voracions
fish alone may be estimated at ten times as great as that
effected by all the fishermen put together. But the
conger and the dogfish probably do as much mischief as
the cod and ling, the gulls and the gannets slay their
millions, the porpoises and grampuses destroy untold
multitudes, sea trout and innumerable other fish prey
upon the herring 1ry, flat fish of all kinds resort in im-
meDse numbers to the spawning grounds of the herring
to prey uponI the freshly deposited ova. Extensive as
our fishery operations are, their effect upon the supply
of herrings becomes inappreciable when compared with
all these consuming agencies. The Royal Commis-
sioners, who have recently inquired into the operation of
the laws relating to herring trawling, and from whose
report these statements are taken, notice the practical
result of all this:-A plentiful multiplication of herrings
in any year nourisbes and supports an increased army of
eniemies, and if these latter multiply too fast the herrings
become diminished in number, whereupon the fish that
destroy them are starved down, and, in a weakened state,
mnore easily fall a prey to their own enemies; the herring,
then, relieved from their oppressors, in a year or two
appear again in immnense numbers, and so the alterna.
tions of prosperity, over production, and panic in the
trade which they originate will occur with as much regu-
larity as if the herring were manufacturers.

DISEASES OF THE LACRYMAL DUCT, AT-
TENDED BY STRICTURE: TREATMENT.

BEING REMARKS ON THE COURSE OF CLINICAL INSTRUCTION
AT THE CENTRAL LONDON OPHTHALMIC HOSPITAL.

By HAYNES WALTON, F.R.C.S., Surgeon to the Hospital,
and to St. Mary's, Paddington; late Teacher of
Anatomy and Demonstrator of Operative Surgery

in St. Mary's Medical School.
THE functions of the lacrymal duct, that is, the convey-
ing away of the tears and of the conjunctival secretion
from the surface of the eye to the interior of the nose,
may be interrupted in consequence of stricture, alising
from causes purely mechanical acting nearly always
from without, or from constitutional influence.
The first are so rare that I have not seen half a dozen

instances, and the variety is small. They comprise in-
jury from wounds; pressure from malignant and other
tumours in the neighbouring cavities, the orbit, the
antrum, and especially those of the nose. Besides these
are exostoses, swelling of the bones immediately around
the duct, and periosteal inflammation from syphilis. A
polypus, it is said, has been met with in the duict. I do
not think it requisite to say more about these peculiar
exceptions. They will not be obscure to any one who
has sound anatomical knowledge, and bestows pains and
time in the investigation of cases, and who has at all
studied the conditions of an ordinary obstructed duct.
The second produces disease of the duct itself. It

includes the mass of instances that are met with. There
is no more palpable fact than that such influence pro-
ceeds from those bodily conditions known as feeble and
scrofulous. The direct evidences of struma, in the
well known manifestation of absorbent gland enlarge-
ments are very often coexistent. The thing itself is a
strong local and external marking of such a diathesis,
just as much as a chronic purulent discharge from the
ear or the nostril. But it is not a termination of
strnmous or other inflammation of the conjunctiva, I
would almost say never, as I have not seen such con--
nection. The converse, however, I have often wit-
nessed; indeed,conjunctivalimplication is often the con-
sequence of this strumous inflamnation of the duct.
A watery eye is the first intimation thiat a person re-

ceives of a diseased duct. A tear requires to be wiped,
alid is troublesome in proportion as the eye is exposed
to any influence that excites the lacrvmal and conjune-
tival secretions, the most common of which is atmo-
spheric.

Respecting the diagnosis, there is really no obscurity.
The wet corner of the eye, the soppy eye-lashes, th&
redness and the swelling of the integumnerits, disclose it.
When there is doubt because any of these symptoms
aie less marked, the effect of pressure with the finger on
the sac ups ards, will be a sure guiide; for with sufficient
disease to produce discomfort enough to induce the person
to seek a remedy, there is always an accumulation of
tears and mucus which will regurgitate through the
punctum, mostly the lower. There is only one possible
source of error, and this may arise out of an obstructed
punctum, because occlusion of the lower one causes
effects similar to the early stage of a diseased duct, and
the pressure test would fail. With the slightest doubt,
therefore, the punctum should be well examined.
When the eye is watery, and there is no accumulation

in the sac, and the probe passes readily through the
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-punctuim and canaliculus, there is no fault in the ex-
cretory apparatus, in the conduits from the eye. An ir.
ritable conjunctiva, causing hypersecretion of the la.
crymal glaind, is probably the origin of the evil.

I avoidl entering into a consideration of the many
phases that a diseased lacrymal sac may pass through,
and which have been described as mucocele, relaxation
of the sac, and so lorth, as it tends to no practical end,
and onlv rnystifies and puzzles. These are all merely
more or less aggravated symptoms of an unhealthy
mucous membrane, of which the prejudicial effect is the
most exercised, where the lower end of tlle duct-the
part en(cased by bone-is strictured.
A stricturod duiet requires to be mechanically treated,

and as there is a morbid state of the canal, by which an
accunmulation of the secretion it causes nmerely interrupts
the fiee passage of the tears, and which state may be
remedied by conistitutional and topical measures; and
as there may be stricture with but faintly apparent
morbid action, and with little or scarcely any escape of
new products or accumulation, when the sac is pressed,
it often becomes a nice matter to diagnose betweetn them.
For many years I have sought for the indication in
question; and niow I rely on two simple facts as the
most sure and unerring guides. These are the state of
thle canaliculi, and thie condition of the parts about the
lachryrnal sac as conveyed to the touchI.
When one of the canaliculi, especially the lower, is

choked at the inner end, there is, as far as I have ob-
served, almost invariably, stricture of the duct as well.
Again, when there is decided thickening of the parts
over and about the lacrymal sac, so that the edges of
the bones cannot be felt as in health, there is that con
dition that needs dilatation. These rules have fewer
exceptions than any that I know of. A profuse dis-
charge, even of purulenit matter, through the puncta,
generally associated with stricture, is not in itself, as I
have frequ-ntly ascertained by actual exploration, ani
unerring signr of obstruction. On the other hand, all
dearees of narrowing of the duct, and even complete oc-
clusion, may exist, witlhout the escape of pus, and but
little of any secretion.

It is the chiief object of this lecture to show how to
effect the process of dilatation in a strictured duct, be-
cause it dem-lands special teaching.

I am quite satisfied that the mere occasional probing
is not in itself sufficient. Besides, it is so tedious and
so very disagreeable that both public and private pa-
tients rebel against it. I may add that when there is
really that degree of structural change which uinequivo.
cally calls for instrumental treatment, the wearing of a
style is the less irksome, the more beneficial, and the
quicker plan.

It is a great modern improvement to introduce the
style through the canaliculal entrance into the lacry.
mal sac, instead of the old plan through the skin on the
face. I think that it may always be done, except when
there is a lacrymal fistula, especially with necrosis.
The method of doing it is this: The lacrymal (lirector
is passed into the putnctum and along the canaliculus,
till the point enters the sac, and rests against the la-
crymal bone. With a fine scalpel this canal should be
slit up in its whole length, and, as I think, a little of the
sac as well. In certain instances, when, for example, a
patient cannot be seen as often as I would wish, I intro-
duce the style, if practicable, at once; but generally I
effect it by a slower process, dilating the duct by degrees.
Primary uniion is very apt to follow the operation on the
canaliculus, in part or in whole, and the new channel
should be reopenied with the director or probe each day,
till no longer requaired.

I generally explore the duct in the first instance with
a taperii,g steel sound, and then with a small silver wire;
And should there be much stricture, and some difficulty
.in reaching the floor of the nose, I do not withdraw the

wire, but cut off the upper part and turn the end down
on the eyelid with pliers in the form of a little hook.
After a few days, the calibre of the duct is increased, and
the style may be more readily introduced. The styles
should be made of standard silver. The head should be
curved into a hook, or wrought into a little tail, the ex-
tremity of which rests just over the eyelid. Several
wires should be kept that the lesser might be employed
till the largest can be used. Different lenaths, too, are
rneeded; for in eachi application the foot should reach
the palatine process of the superior maxillary bone
forming the floor of the nose. There is then 1)o risk of
the style slippirng down; nor of the upper end producing
irritation fro[n pressure; nor ulceration, and so forming
a false channel to rest on. Messrs. Weiss of the Strand
keep all the instruments that I use.
The stricture mnay prove to be very tight-so dense,

indeed, that it cannot be penetrated by the pr ,be or the
style. It must then be divided by the style-knife,
which ought to be pressed down till the resistance is
overcome.
The success of the entire proceedings rests on the

accurate passage of the style. Liability to failure con-
sists in the tendency there is to penetrate the lacrymal
bone rather than in line of the duct. I know of 11o iniore
common mistake in ophthalmic surgery than for a false
passa,ge to be made in attempts to open the nasal duct,
and to probe it; and the liability is still greater when
the canalictuls is made the channel after the manner
now described.

I can give no rules for guidance beyond those of
acquiring anatomical knowledge of the part, which a
single dissection on the dead body will afford; of exer-
cisirng great care; and never to be satisfied that thie right
passage is reached, till the probe touches the floor of
the nose; wlhen the lacrymal bone is penetrated, the
probe passed into the fauces as far as it inay be thrust.
From time to time, the style should be removed and

cleaned, and if it should ever become uncomfortable or
irritating, the cessation of wear for a day or two gene-
rally makes it afterwards tolerable. Some patients wear
it at night only. As to the duration of its application,
I continue it until all inflammatory action has been sub-
dued, which is indicated by an absence of all purulent
or other secretion of an unhealthy nature from the
duct.

I can declare that I have obtained an amount of suc-
cess during the last five years which often astonishes me
when I reflect on the nature of the cases treated. In
the majority, I have had perfect results. Ir some, there
has been immense amelioration, it being only at times
when, perhaps, the conjunctiva is swollen from catarrh
that a little detective working in the excretory channel
is felt. In some few, the reintroduction of the style for
a few days, or longer, hJas been needed. In not a single
case treated in my private practice have I failed to afford
some substantial relief.

CASE OF SUDDEN PARTURITION.
By C. BLAKELEY BROWN, M.D.

ANN S., aged 26, began to feel ill about 3 o'clock P.x. on
March 14th. While resting on the bed, she felt, as she
thought, a " call of nature"; and, while sitting up, gave
birth to a fine full grown child, which falling on the
floor, the funis was broken off about eleven incbes from
the navel. She took her child and lay down with it for
some time; when, feeling easier, she dressed herself,
went to the door of the house, hailed a cab which she
saw passing, and, getting into it with her bady, was
driven to Queen Charlotte's Hospital. On her arrival
there, she walked out of the cab up several steps with
the child in her arms, before the doors of the hospital
could be opened; and, having entered, would have walked
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